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Abstract: Silicone gel sheeting (SGS) and pressure garment therapy (PGT) are the International
Clinical Recommendations on Scar Management’s (ICRSM) two principal non-invasive scar-healing
procedures. This study created a new PGT-SGS composite (PGF-Biopor®AB-based) via pre-strained
screen printing. The Biopor®AB hydrophobicity and nylon-hydrophilicity enabled self-pumping for
PGT-SGS dual therapy and pressure-driven “warp insertions” mobility facilitates active-fluid trans-
portation. Integrating both therapies in a single PGT-SGS composite achieved efficacy optimization,
and the 3D channel structure allowed trauma-free active-fluid transport. The 3D channel topology
enables smooth diffusional transport in active-fluid transport environments—and active “nylon
absorbency” improved water uptake and enhanced permeability capabilities with sustainability
achieved dynamic hydration. The sole use of PGF-Biopor®AB composite in empirical trials verified
dual therapy with trauma-free active-fluid transport with one-month efficacy, providing a new route
for dual treatment and active scar management.

Keywords: composite dressing; scar healing; pressure garment therapy; silicone gel sheeting; dual
therapy; “warp insertions” mobility

1. Introduction

Over 100 million patients acquire scars in developed countries annually, and the scar
therapeutics market (U.S.A.) generated USD 15.3 billion in 2022 (at an 8.5% annual growth
to USD 29.5 billion by 2026) [1–5]. The International Clinical Recommendations on Scar
Management (ICRSM) suggests using silicone gel sheeting (SGS) as a first-line strategy for
6 weeks, followed by first-line pressure garment therapy (PGT) use for 6–12 months. Stra-
tum corneum (SC) dehydration initiates cytokines production, dermal fibroblasts synthesis,
and collagen release; the excess collagen production causes abnormal scarring [6–12]. How-
ever, the single PGT or SGS alone could not fulfill the occlusive characteristics and moisture
balance request from SC dehydration [13,14]. There are still challenges in combining
non-invasive treatment modalities [6,7].

Based on ICRSM guidelines and the “ideal” dressing requirements, current burn dress-
ings only cater to certain limited requirements. According to K. J. Quinn’s principles of
burn dressing, an “ideal” dressing should (i) protect scar tissues from bacterial infection,
(ii) provide ideal gas/vapor exchange, (iii) manage excessive biofluid, and (iv) provide
an ideal healing environment with painless removal [15–17]. However, the critical roles
of (i) moist scar healing with “breathability”, (ii) hydration with water retention, and
(iii) epithelializing faster under occlusion, have not yet been entirely addressed [18,19].
Both invasive and non-invasive options aim for efficacy optimization, optimum moisture,
and trauma-free dressing properties to offer shortcuts to rehabilitation across the land-
scape of scar management. Studies on fluid flow characteristics focus on identifying the
hydrodynamic structures by shape, size, nonlinear flow characteristics, simulation for
flow characteristics, geometry influence of flow characteristics and flow pattern linking
to operating performance [20–24]. The design of the PGF-Biopor® AB composite in this
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study allows PGT-SGS dual therapy for first-line efficacy optimization. At the same time,
the structural advancement of a self-pumping 3D channel structure with “warp insertions”
mobility aims for active-fluid transport and trauma-free dressing material properties. Col-
lective results of SGS and PGT composite showed greater hydration of the scar surface and
epidermis, altered extracellular matrix (ECM) remodelling, and assisted scar maturation. A
PGT-SGS dual therapy composite addresses many dressing shortcomings to-date [25–27].
This study focuses on identifying the hydrodynamic structures, internal flow features and
flow routes for fluid flow characteristics and their linking to pump flow performances in
terms of water vapour permeability and water uptake.

Silicone Biopor®AB (Dreve Otoplastik GmbH, Unna, Germany) is not an ideal skin sim-
ulant due to the lack of mechanical stiffness, a fibrous structure, and low mechanical prop-
erties [8,9]. Pressure garment fabric (PGF), equipping a tension-sharing textile-reinforced
structure, was used to complement Biopor®AB for tension shielding and pressure redistri-
bution [8,9]. Thus, in the creation of a PGT-SGS composite (PGF-Biopor®AB), a medical
silicone matrix (Biopor®AB) is reinforced with a pressure garment fabric (PGF) and turned
into a PGF-SGS composite (Figure 1). Textile Janus structure design and PGF embedding in
Biopor®AB layers provide hydrophobicity, while nylon-based warp insertion absorptivity
exhibits hydrophilicity, fulfilling the absorbent-hydrophobic material needs and also yield-
ing a unidirectional fluid pump for self-pumping [28–30]. In constructing mobile warp
insertions as the engine of self-pumping, pre-strained biaxial tensioning first reallocated
yarn spaces to allow no Biopor®AB impregnation into the warp insertions, maintaining
mobility [31,32]. Gravity, mechanical pressure, or chemical forces can be the driving forces
to activate the process of self-pumping [29]. When used in bandaging material, mechanical
pressure as the driving force initiates warp insertion mobility—the compressive properties
and capillary forces complete self-pumping.
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Figure 1. Flowchart for proof-of-concept fabrication of PGF-Biopor®AB composite dressing.

The structure of PGF-Biopor®AB dramatically affects the dual therapy efficacy and
hydration performance. The PGT with warp insertion mobility provided compression while
the Biopor®AB hydrophobicity performed SGS therapy. This combination achieved efficacy
optimization of the therapy. By screen and warp-knit structure applications, we created a
3D channel structure consisting of screen-mark channels and “spiral-through-the-thickness”
structures in the same composite. The 3D channel structure and the bubble-connected
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microchannels formed the pathways of transport. In this self-pumping dressing, mechanical
pressure drives nylon absorptivity as a dynamic enhancer for active-fluid transport. Pore
diameter variations in asymmetric surfaces, steps, and spirality allowed the smooth fluid
flow to complete the active-fluid vehicles [33–35]. In the self-pumping process for the
active-fluid transport, active nylon absorptivity and channels further improve hydration
performance with improved water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) and enhanced water
uptake capabilities.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

PGF is a standard warp-knit fabric with warp insertions—wrapped yarn in nylon
50D/warp insertions in 12SPK filaments with spandex 420D (68% nylon 32% spandex,
210 gm/m2). PGF (Polliam Trading Corp. Ltd., Hong Kong, China) is a public hospital
occupation-use material supplied by the sole supplier. Biopor®AB bought from Dreve
Otoplastik GmbH via Widex Hong Kong Hearing & Speech Centre Ltd. Notably, 25 shores
Biopor®AB is a medical-grade silicone fulfilling (i) a long history of successful animal
and human implantations, (ii) manufactured in pharmaceutically clean conditions, and
(iii) a quality-controlled-medical application [36]. Being a developed medical silicone,
Biopor®AB guarantees the absence of substances that lead to inflammatory conditions,
irritations, allergies, or cell mutation, and the oxygen permeability enables occlusive
hydration via dermis contact (without needing direct epidermis contact). For this reason,
Biopor®AB can be used in implants, silicone scar sheets, and this PGF-Biopor®AB. The
official supplier-provided silicone gel sheeting (Cica-Care®, Smith and Nephew, UK) was
used as a control. Screens #1000 (#1000 = 2.54 × 104 nm) and #2000 (#2000 = 1.27 × 104 nm)
in wooden frames of 8” × 10” and 14” × 20” were used—Tony Screen of Jet T Technology
from C1A. G/F, 72 Hoi Yuen Rd, Kowloon, supplied the screens. Aveeno® skin relief
moisturizing lotion (Johnson & Johnson Consumer Inc., Skillman, NJ, USA) and filter paper
were ordered from Market Place supermarkets. Omnifix® (Paul Hartmann Asia-Pacific
Ltd., Hong Kong, China) is a pressure-sensitive adhesive brought from the Prince of Wales
Hospital rehab shop.

2.2. Preparation of PGF-Biopor®AB

Hand-screen printing (HSP) was a proof-of-concept fabrication process for the com-
posite dressing. Standard pressure and knife-edged squeegee right-angled positioning
were applied to avoid shear-pressure influence on Biopor®AB viscosity. Referencing
Gu et al.’s 7% pre-straining data, the warp insertion mobility design was realized at 10%
pre-straining [37–39]. The same operator set a contamination-free printing table using
paper and plastic sheets lined with water. Standard PGF was 10% biaxial-tension-mounted
on a 100% double-taped plastic sheet for screen printing. To achieve the suggested 30-min
vulcanization for consistent formality and printability, the same operator adopted an ele-
vated pressure (98 N to 196 N). For best efficacy and patient comfort, a 1–4 mm composite
was selected to achieve oxygen-enabled and cell culture performance conditions [34–36].
Samples with a thickness ≤3 mm and sizes 20 cm × 20 cm were prepared. A thin layer
set (2, 4, 6, and 8) and a thick layer set (25, 50, 75, and 100) were used in a comparative
study. Two screens (#1000 and #2000) were used to evaluate the screen size effect. Printing
layers were a key parameter for assessing Biopor®AB deposition. PGF-Biopor®AB samples
were labeled as PGF-x-y, where x denoted the number of printing layers, and y denoted the
screen#. All as-prepared samples with controls (Cica-care® and PGF) were kept in slit trays
under a standard condition at 65 ± 2% relative humidity and 20 ± 2 ◦C for at least 24 h
before measurement and testing [40–43].
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2.3. Investigations of Physical and Structural Properties

A Leica digital microscope (M165C with HD290, Leica Mikrosysteme Vertriebs GmbH,
Wetzlar, Germany) examined the structural changes. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)
Hitachi TM3000 (Angstrom Scientific, Ramsey, NJ, USA) was used to investigate the surface
and interfacial morphologies. Pressure measurement was taken with a Microlab© pressure
calibrator (Microlab Pico Press®, Microlab Electronica SAS, Padua, Italy). Staining with
Dispersol blue (D-2R 3%) or without dye, and with or without pressure, was applied
to prepare the samples for observation under the optical microscope (OM). For design
verification of self-pumping “warp insertions” mobility and compression therapy, three
samples (PGF-2–1000) were pressured between binder clips for 14 mmHg (light, 1 × 25 mm
binder clips of 1.15 N) and 21 mmHg (heavy, 2 × 25 mm binder clips of 2.30 N) to simulate
the actual pressure of compression. The control set was with no clips (p = 0 mmHg).
Contrasting light and heavy compression demonstrated a comparative study.

Pore size by diameter, number of pores, and porosity% were investigated to under-
stand the bubble-connected microchannels. The principles and calibration method for
measuring the porosity volume were measured by means of water desorption or mercury
intrusion porosimetry. However, both forms of measuring volume for porosity would
include PGF open area in the calculations. A larger than bubble-connected microchannel
open area would make porosity calculations unreliable. Assuming that pores are uniform
and circular, the functional surface apparent porosity, as defined by the International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), can be calculated as follows [44]:

Functional surface apparent porosity = (Volume of inner pores)/(Total volume) × 100% = (Pore area)/(Total area) × 100% (1)

We determined the water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) for PGF-Biopor®AB (sam-
ples), control of PGF (control 1), and Cica-care© (control 2) according to ASTM E96-14
for the water permeability test in cup-method. Each disc-shaped sample of 96 cm2 was
tightly mounted on the top of a cylinder cup containing 46 mL of distilled water. The rough
Biopor®AB-skin-touching PGF-Biopor®AB side was placed downwards, facing the water
to simulate the vapor transfer from the skin to the environment. Three replicates were
performed. Each as-prepared sample was weighed and recorded before and after every
24 h. We calculated water permeability using the water vapor transmission rate (WVTR):

WVTR = change in mass/(area)(time), unit in gm/m2/day (2)

Water uptake was determined by immersing an initial weight (W0) of the dried
samples (PGF-Biopor®AB, control of PGF and Cica-care©, Ø = 9.8 cm, 96 cm2) in distilled
water for a different predetermined time (24, 48, 72, 96 h). They were separated from water,
wiped dry using a cotton towel, and weighed (Wt). The water uptake wt. (%) for water
uptake capability was calculated: Water uptake wt. (%) = (Wt − W0)/W0 × 100.

2.4. Trial Patient Study with ATDDS

An assisted transdermal delivery system (ATDDS) was used for operating self-pumping
for PGT-SGS dual therapy and active-fluid transport (Figure 2A). The scarring skin of a burn
patient (age 20, 60 Kg, BMI 25, with degree 2 and degree 3 scarring area from the leg) was
first applied with a flat layer of 10 mL Aveeno® skin relief moisturizing lotion. The lotion
was circularly massaged until it was in full saturation. The massaging pressure was applied
from the top without stretching the scarring tissues to avoid the stretching-friction-induced
wound. To validate the effectiveness of 10–25 mmHg PGT-SGS therapy, manual elastic
bandaging (Figure 2B-1. 1/3, 2B-2. 1/2, 2B-3. 2/3 overlaps) and self-adhesive Omnifix®

fixed (Figure 2C) were separately trial assessed before the trial patient study. The Microlab©
pressure calibrator was used for pressure evaluation (Figure 2D).
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Vancouver Scar Scale parameters (scar pliability, thickness, irregularity, and color)
were adopted for scar performance assessment. Zones 1 and 2 were large-area degree-2
and degree-3 scarring sites selected from the leg. Both samples and control were taken
on adjacent scarring skins for easy comparison. In the empirical trial patient study, PGF-
Biopor®AB was applied (PGF-50-1000 for Zone 1 and PGF-6-1000 for Zone 2) on the scarring
tissue before 20 mmHg bandaging at 1/2 overlap for daily treatment of 4–8 h. After every
predetermined time (7, 14, 21, and 28 days), samples with control (no treatment) in ATDDS
were iPhone photo-imaged to assess the scar-healing efficacy. The same ATDDS concept
was also applied in the WVTR simulation test. A flat layer of 5 g of Aveeno® skin relief
moisturizing lotion was first spread between PGF-Biopor®AB and a filter paper before
Omnifix® adhered to PGF-Biopor®AB. The rough filter paper side was placed downwards,
facing the water to simulate the vapor transfer from the skin to the environment.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Dressing Structure
3.1.1. Warp Insertion Mobility

A warp insertion mobility design aims for mechanical pressure-driven self-pumping
for PGT. Different mechanical pressures can activate different unidirectional warp insertion
movements. Light/heavy stress and no stress (for control) developed different compressive
resistances to drive different warp insertion mobilities for various internal structural-
dimensional changes in the through-the-thickness plane. The cross-sectional OM images of
a PGF-2-1000 sample were used (Figure 3) to show the different structural changes with
different levels of pressure to verify the “warp insertions” mobility design. A0, X0, Y0, A1,
X1, Y1, A2, X2, and Y2 denoted the relative movements of the warp insertions.
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For PGT, pressure garments were made smaller than the actual body garment circum-
ference by circular stretching on the PGF-tension-sharing loops to provide compression [45].
In PGF-Biopor®AB architecture, the biaxial (warp-wise and weft-wise) tensioning condi-
tioned with no fiber orientation in the tension-sharing loops. In a normal condition before
pre-straining, the yarn extension straightened the warp insertions with a low yarn tension
on the loops, constituting a “helical shape” [46,47]. Increasing the pre-straining would
cause a higher density packing of loops until maturation [37–39,46,47]. At maturated
biaxial tensioning, the biaxial tensioning exerted uniform pressure to reallocate yarn spaces
for a “parallel-pile-up” loop state. The “parallel-pile-up” tightly packed loops functioned
as closed doors to allow no Biopor®AB impregnation and retain structural warp insertion
mobility [46–48].

The “warp insertions” are free to move under pressure when the mobility design
causes force transmission from the wrapped yarn (the loops) to the nylon core yarn
(“warp insertions”) to be negligible. Upon application of different mechanical pressures,
different structural changes results, e.g., a larger space was observed under light pres-
sure (p = 14 mmHg, a 6.3% extension in the X-direction and a 10.5% contraction in the
Y-direction). A smaller space was observed under heavy pressure (p = 21 mmHg, a 3.3%
contraction in the X-direction, and a 7.7% extension in the Y-direction). Under biaxial
tensioning with no Biopor®AB impregnation, the bundles of warp insertions were enclosed
inside Biopor®AB-wrapped loops of “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure such that
“warp insertions” were free to move under mechanical pressure. This pre-strained biaxial
tensioning enables a tailorable self-pumping configuration. The pressure-driven warp
insertion mobility served as the engine for PGT, and active nylon absorbency dynamically
enhanced active-fluid transport [48–51].

To further assess the range of compression therapy, two samples (PGF-6-1000 and PGF-
50-1000) were ATDDS burn-patient-applied using two different methods (PSA Omnifix® and
elastic bandage methods). In this study, both approaches confirmed compression therapy
offering two different pressure ranges for selection: (i) PSA Omnifix® achieved 10–15 mmHg
and (ii) elastic bandaging with tension and overlapping achieved 10–25 mmHg. The created
Biopor®AB-skin-touching surfaces demonstrated SGS and a below 25 mmHg PGT is veri-
fied; the PGT-SGS dual therapy realized simultaneous application in the same composite.
The ATDDS PGF-Biopor®AB application at 10–25 mmHg demonstrates an innovative and
user-friendly way of treatment, simultaneously saving the need for a secondary dressing
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and solving the problem of patient discomfort at above 25 mmHg and the issues for patient
compliance [30,52].

3.1.2. Structure of Biopor®AB-Touching-Skin Surfaces

Planar-screen-print pressure had PGF embedded into Biopor®AB layers, offering
PGF-Biopor®AB silicone-skin-touching surfaces. The coating of microscale nylon mesh
provides potential deposition sites for cell lysis and temporary coverings for scar sites [53].
Biopor®AB hydrophobicity at outer surfaces temporarily provides bacterial exclusion and
moisture loss control [53]. The lower applied pressure (10–25 mmHg) PGT with silicone
skin-touching surfaces eliminated the PGT drawbacks of friction-induced wounds and
discomfort experienced at pressures above 25 mmHg. Upon PGF stretching (Figure 4A–C),
tensioning loops created thin, sharp edges that caused friction-induced wounds in the
scarring tissue. At a pre-strained conditioned “parallel-pile-up” loops (Figure 4D–F),
Biopor®AB-wrapping offered Biopor®AB-skin-touching surfaces with blunted and smooth
edges. The PGF embedding as reinforcement could provide external mechanical support to
facilitate tensile shielding.
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“parallel-pile-up” loops, (E). PGF-Biopor®AB (PGF-2-1000, SEM in 120×), and (F). PGF-Biopor®AB
(PGF-2-1000, SEM in 240×).

Similar to other silicone membranes and tension-shielding elastomeric biomaterials,
the tension relaxation properties of Biopor®AB silicone skin-touching surfaces provide
pressure-relieving surfaces for tension shielding—both functions for scar reduction [54].
Shear and friction forces cause friction-induced wounds. Replacing Biopor®AB-skin-
touching surfaces and structure with “warp insertions” mobility enables pressure redistri-
bution, the least tissue pressure/force achieved cell-contact pressure-releasing effect. The
pressure-driven warp insertion mobility for self-pumping allows alternating pressure shifts;
the Biopor®AB 3D isotropic properties enabled pressure redistribution for stress-strain
reduction and shear-releasing [25,54]. Thus, upon self-pumping, the enlarged contact areas
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eliminate high-pressure points and allowed dynamic pressure redistribution for shear-
friction reduction. The pre-strained Biopor®AB-coating, therefore, modified the interfaces’
composition, structured for pressure redistribution and mechanical stress control, achiev-
ing scar therapeutics efficacy [29,30,37,38,44–46,55–57]. The uniformly adhering structure
also helps to avoid fluid-filled pockets where bacteria would otherwise proliferate [16].
Pain-free dressing removal helps protect against damage to the regenerating epidermis or
granulation tissue [16].

3.1.3. 3D Channel Structure

Silicone impermeability can cause skin irritation and inflammation, and plastic sur-
geons do not recommend Cica-care© for non-healed scarring wounds. The 3D channel
structure, microscale channel pathways were intentionally built for diffusion routes to
increase permeability and anchoring sites for cellular scar healing. The OM longitudinal
images in Figure 5A revealed a breakdown of the 3-D channel structure: (i) distorted
Biopor®AB-printed screen-mark channels in the x-y plane and (ii) stair-steps and spiral-
ity in a “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure with bubble-connected microchannels
located in the y-z plane. The OM cross-sectional image in Figure 5A revealed that PGF-
Biopor®AB had Biopor®AB-coated asymmetric Biopor®AB-skin-touching surfaces and
a “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure linking from a smooth technical face (TF) to a
rougher technical back (TB). SEM images in Figure 5B displayed the inside of this “spiral-
through-the-thickness” structure. Each stair step measured approximately 100–300 µm
with spirality formed from the “parallel-pile-up” loops. The microscale Biopor®AB-coated
3D channel structure was obtained from the screen gauge and Biopor®AB-wrapping on
warp-knit stitching loops. The microscale channels and “spiral-through-the-thickness”
structure offered diffusional transport routes that increased water vapor permeability; the
microscale roughness of the 3D channel structure provided anchoring sites for bioactivity
to improve cell adhesion, cell infiltration, and attachment [53].

In engineering PGF-Biopor®AB for breathability and comfort, the PGF textile structure
was applied to moisture permeability, water storage, and moisture transfer capability [55–57].
The textile structural design typically has large specific areas of 102–103 m2/kg, various
porosity levels, and structurally defined fiber volume fractions for permeability and com-
fort [55–57]. By warp-knit structure application, biaxial tensioning conditioned “parallel-
pile-up” loops to print a “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure [35–39,45,46]. Each loop
formed a stair step, and the connection of parallel-tightly packed loops yielded spiral-
ity. The yarn loop size decides the height of the stair step, and the level of pre-straining
determines the structure’s spirality. The screen-mark channels were created by screen
application. Biopor®AB is a two-part room temperature vulcanization (RTV2) formulation.
The immediate curing function of the condensation reaction allowed the Biopor®AB to be
quickly set in the screen-mark channels.

Additionally, air bubbles formed in Biopor®AB under the pressure of the squeegee.
Under planar pressure compressing, bubbles were centre-crushed and pressure-pushed
into the “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure in the planar pressure direction. Under
close connectivity, Biopor®AB pressure-connected the centre-crushed bubbles into ran-
dom lengths of microchannels. Screen-mark channels, the “spiral-through-the-thickness”
structure, and bubble-connected microchannels formed the diffusional pathways of the
active-fluid transport. The 3D channel structure provided routes for diffusional fluid flow,
breathability, and anchoring sites for bioactivity.
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3.1.4. Active-Fluid Transport

Self-pumping is realized by combining the Biopor®AB hydrophobicity with the nylon
warp insertion hydrophilic characteristics. The warp insertion mobility functioned as the
engine of self-pumping, with the 3D channel structure provided the transport pathways,
asymmetric gradient surface roughness structured a directional water transfer to complete
active-fluid transport. The process of self-pumping demonstrated continuous hydration
by active-fluid transport that prevented reverse osmosis from the scarring site [27–29]
(Figure 6A). Wang et al. first reported the directional water transfer through fabric-induced
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asymmetric wettability [58,59]. Integrating a woven-knitted bifacial structure created
an asymmetric fabric structure for asymmetric wettability [60]. Similar to the bifacial
fabric design, the inherent warp-knit-asymmetric PGF structure provided a platform for
asymmetry in Biopor®AB-coatings. Pressure-induced chemical interactions via the carbonyl
and hydroxyl groups of Biopor®AB increased interfacial bond strength on the fibre surfaces
for strong fibre-matrix adhesion (Figure 6: B1. Van der Waals force, B2. Hydrogen bonding,
B3. Covalent bonding, B4. Mechanical interlocking). The RTV2 formulation of Biopor®AB
comprises addition and condensation reactions (Figure 6C). The platinum crosslinking
catalyst (Pt) and water from the air (H2O) produced siloxane bond rearrangement. The
RTV2 formulation, filler and planar-pressure-induced mechanical interlocking exerted
gradient interfacial adhesions, forming a heterogeneous asymmetric structure on TF and
TB. The material of weak interfacial adhesion at TF yields low surface roughness for a
smooth technical surface [61]. In contrast, a robust interfacial adhesion produces a high
surface roughness for a rougher TB. The gradient surface roughness of different surface
areas resulted in the observed heterogeneous asymmetric structure [56,57,62–65]. This
asymmetric gradient surface roughness at TF and TB provided the gradient wettability for
a directional water transfer [65].

Self-pumping warp insertions use mechanical pressure and capillary forces to phys-
ically enhance the fluid directional flow. Figure 6(D1) illustrated that the screen-mark
channels and the “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure with steps and spirality provide
a diffusional pathway for directional water transfer. The self-pumping process allowed
active-fluid transport, and the fluid could be transferred from the screen-mark channels to
the rougher TB. We can use the water flow mechanism of a waterfall fountain (Figure 6(D2))
to explain the unidirectional fluid flow in the steps and spirality of the “spiral-through-the-
thickness” structure. A PGF-50-1000 sample is pressure-dyed between clips and pathways
of screen-mark channels, and the “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure can be blue-dyed
in Figure 6(D3). These blue-dyed pathways verified the active-fluid flow mechanism and
provided evidence for directional fluid flow in the 3D channel structure.

Benchmarking the studies by O’Connor, Comanns, and McNeely, different fluid flow re-
strictions could be made by variations in the diameters of channels and microchannels [41,66,67].
The diameter variations in the screen-mark channel and the steps and spirality in a “spiral-
through-the-thickness” structure facilitated even flow in the 3D channel structure. Ref-
erencing McNeely’s hierarchical channel structure, the variations in the diameters can
facilitate greater transport distance, constituting a longer duration of fluid travel [41]. The
self-pumping by pressure-driven “warp insertions” mobility helped to smoothen the fluid
flow without any resistance and blockage within the 3D channel structure [68]. The path’s
topologic diameter variation primarily smoothed diffusional flow and retained water [41].
Thus, we believe an active directional transfer fulfils hydration with water retention for
an ideal burn dressing and scar therapeutic that also provides a proper fluid balance that
helps to avoid an increase in metabolic rate and a fall in temperature [16].

3.2. Physical Properties
3.2.1. Water Uptake Capability

In assessing the water transport properties of textiles, the water uptake wt. % indicated
transport rates and surface wetting time for the ability of water transfer illustrates the 3-day
water uptake wt. % curves of PGF-Biopor®AB with control of Cica-care© [65] Figure 7.
Compared to the Cica-care© (1.18%), the as-prepared samples (1.59–13.09%) showed a
significant improvement in water uptake capability over 3-days. The initial rate of water
absorption was linear for all as-prepared composites. After extending the immersion
time, the % of water absorption slowed and approached a saturation stage. Therefore, all
water absorption behavior follows a Fickian diffusion process [69]. Comparing the thin
layer set (8.85–13.09%) to the thick layer set (3.23–6.57%), the thin layer set (#1000 and
#2000) demonstrated a two-fold improvement in water uptake capability. This significant
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improvement in water uptake may be due to the active nylon warp insertion absorbency
and spaces for warp insertion mobility under pressure.
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(D2). A water-fountain mechanism for diffusional transport, and (D3). Evidence (OM image of a
pressure-dyed PGF-50-1000).

Principally, water travels by capillary action [70]. Large capillaries, in general, pro-
duced higher wicking rates. Here, the self-pumping pressure affects the nylon absorbency
and the microscale details of the diffusional pathways, which affect the water transport rate.
The printing layers affect the composite thickness. Figure 8 illustrated a linear correlation
between composite thickness2 (T2) and the number of printing layers. For warp insertion
mobility reduction with increasing thickness, both the liquid sorption within fibers and
swelling of fibers caused a reduction in space for capillary penetration [71]. The decreased
mobility further declines the volume of liquid flowing in the areas. Nylon fibers also inhibit
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fluid movement, which causes a blockage of inter-fiber capillary action for a lower dressing
water absorptive capability [71].
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Nylon is semicrystalline and the most hydrophilic synthetic fiber. The amide groups
in nylon can form hydrogen bonds with water for the sites of water sorption [72]. The addi-
tional printing layers provided extra layers of Biopor®AB-wrapping for thickness resulted
in decreased spaces for warp insertion accommodation and caused a reduction in mobility.
Therefore, a thinner coating thickness allows more spaces for warp insertion mobility,
nylon absorbency, and higher absorptive capability. Similar to the absorption concept in
PLA-coated sisal fiber-reinforced polyester composite, the thickness increase with printing
layers should keep nylon fibers in warp insertions isolated from water absorption [69]. The
Biopor®AB-coating thickness directly impacts the absorption effect; the two-fold water
uptake capability for the thin layer set over the thick layer set explains the influence of
Biopor®AB-coating on the absorption effect. Increasing Biopor®AB-wrapping made them
more hydrophobic and reduced nylon warp insertion mobility—both decreased water
absorption [68]. The hydrophobic–hydrophilic gradient structure increased hydrophobicity
and reduced warp insertion mobility with growing layers, which explains the reduction in
water uptake capability.

Apparent porosity (%) and pore size by diameter with uniformity and distribution
were used for microchannel size investigation. As Table 1 illustrates, a microscale range by
size for microchannels was obtained. The spectra by microscale indicated the random-size
inherence from air bubbles. Comparing the screen-mark channels and open spaces of the
“spiral-through-the-thickness” structure, microchannel size influence on the rate of water
transport can be negligible. The reduction in warp insertion mobility and the absorptivity
of nylon fibers can explain the lower water uptake wt. % in the thick layer set [73].

Table 1. Bubble-connected microchannels in apparent porosity (%), pore size by diameter, uniformity,
and distribution for microchannel details.

Sampling
Groups

Apparent
Porosity/%

Diameter of
Average Pore

Size/µm

S.D. for Pore
Size Uniformity

# of Pores for
Pore

Distribution

HSP–2–1000 0.35 47 0.019 83
HSP–4–1000 0.085 31 0.011 48
HSP–6–1000 5.44 41 0.013 130
HSP–8–1000 0.47 47 0.017 115
HSP–25–1000 0.22 41 0.015 73
HSP–50–1000 0.33 35 0.010 156
HSP–75–1000 0.52 67 0.020 66

HSP–100–1000 0.14 43 0.013 44
HSP–2–2000 0.35 47 0.019 86
HSP–4–2000 0.45 55 0.026 74
HSP–6–2000 0.37 51 0.017 78
HSP–8–2000 0.20 40 0.011 70
HSP–25–2000 1.03 58 0.019 170
HSP–50–2000 0.64 56 0.028 101
HSP–75–2000 1.63 59 0.021 260

HSP–100–2000 1.19 67 0.029 139
Range analysis 0.085–5.44 31–67 0.010–0.029 44–260

We conclude that water uptake capability originated from the nylon warp insertion
absorbency and is mobility dependent (or coating thickness2 dependent). The orderly
distribution of the “spiral-through-the-thickness” structure determined the extent and
regularity of surface roughness. The steps and spirality supported the capillary continuity
for results of water uptake capability improvement [72]. Such steps and spirality, channels
and microchannels lengthened travel pathways, and active nylon absorbency from self-
pumping functioned like movable “containers” that further improved moisture transfer
capability and water storage. In fulfilling an ideal burn dressing, active nylon absorbency
with channels and microchannels improved water permeability and uptake capability,
providing a humid scarring site that encouraged granulation and assisted epithelization [16].
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PGF-Biopor®AB, therefore, not only realizes PGT-SGS dual therapy but also establishes a
new concept of active-fluid transport for scar therapeutics.

Comparing the literature data of GT-DA and GT fibrous hydrogel (20%), and absorbent
binder and absorbent dressing (around 15–20%), the close to the absorbent binder and
absorbent dressing water uptake range demonstrated a high potential of water uptake
capability [69]. Compared to Cica-care© (1.18%) and the literature data of commercial
Mepiform® silicone dressing (5%), respectively, this favorable water uptake 8.85–13% in
thin layer set shows 750–1100% and 177–260% water uptake improvements [69]. Hence,
this fair and sustainable water uptake wt. % improvement should be in favor of moisture
management for scar therapeutics.

3.2.2. Water Vapor Permeability

Active hydration with water retention is believed to create a moist microenviron-
ment to accelerate scar healing with enhanced cell migration. Active nylon absorbency
is achieved via pressure-driven warp insertion mobility, and active hydration with wa-
ter retention assists in the proper control of evaporative water loss from the scarring
site [74]. In the water permeability test of PGF-Biopor®AB with Omnifix© only, a WVTR
improvement for #1000 (37.50 to 223.33 g/m2 per day) and a reduced WVTR for #2000
(34.09 to 107.39 g/m2 per day) were recorded (Figure 9A,B). In the range of 34.09 to
223.33 g/m2, 2 samples (PGF-2-1000 and PGF-4-1000) achieved an up-to-normal skin
WVTR rate (204 ± 12 g/m2 per day) and were almost the same as an ideal wound dressing
SRM-B (229.10 g/m2 per day) [54,73]. Further, both the WVTR requirements of bandag-
ing dressing (200–250 g/m2 per day) and occlusive dressing (<840 g/m2 per day) were
met. Compared to Cica-Care© (12.75 g/m2 per day), it was 267% to 1752% higher in
WVTR. This result of increasing WVTR from #1000 and reducing WVTR from #2000 with
Omnifix© should alert us to the careful choice of bandaging material in ATDDS for the
PGF-Biopor®AB application.

An ideal wound dressing SRM-B can help prevent excessive dehydration and exudate
build-up without risking dehydration [53]. The up-to-normal skin WVTR could supply
a moist microenvironment for scar healing without exudate accumulation [53,75]. PGF-
Biopor®AB can carry the same function as SGS to enable a decrease in skin trans-epidermal
water loss (TEWL) over time for scar therapeutics [76]. In addition to nylon absorbency for
water uptake capability, the increased hydrodynamics of capillary flow by the neighborhood
of the microchannels should assist adjacent fluid pathway connections that further enhance
WVTR. Increasing printing layers increased both the mass of Biopor®AB and caused an
increase in coating thickness, structurally affecting warp insertion mobility. Therefore,
PGF- and Biopor®AB-related structural parameters in Biopor®AB mass gain and PGF fiber
volume fraction change should help identify the structural influence factors of WVTR. From
a further investigation on Biopor®AB mass gain and PGF fiber volume fraction change
with WVTR, linear correlations were found for #1000 and #2000 (Figure 9C–F). We can
conclude that Biopor®AB mass gain and PGF fiber volume fraction are the critical structural
influence factors for the WVTR.

As Figure 10 illustrates, all the 4-day WVTR profile curves demonstrated similar trends
to that of the Cica-care© control material. The problem of reducing WVTR over time for
PGF (control) was not observed. Similar to the water absorption curves, the initial rate
of WVTR was linear for all composites. After extending the immersion time, the rate of
WVTR slowed down and approached the saturation stage. With trends of all curves similar
to the Cica-care© WVTR profile curves with 4-day WVTR sustainability, the results reflect
a dominance of silicone characteristics in PGF-Biopor®AB. The active nylon absorbency
contributed to WVTR sustainability; the active nylon absorbency supports a continuous
4-day ATDDS for the PGF-Biopor®AB application.
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Figure 9. Water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) for different as-prepared samples: (A,C,E). #1000;
(B,D,F) #2000; A/B. With and without Omnifix©; (C,D). Fiber volume fraction of PGF (%) (E,F).
Biopor®AB mass gain (g/m2) [PGF-x-y, x denotes the number of layers of Biopor®AB printed on a
single layer of PGF, and y denotes the # of screen sizes].

Self-pumping dressings establish a new concept of active hydration and active-fluid
transport for dynamic silicone occlusive healing theory. Referencing occlusive dressing
and silicone clinical efficacy, PGF-SGS dual therapy and active-fluid transport improved
hydration performance across WVTR and water uptake capabilities, sustainably offering
PGF-Biopor®AB the ability of dynamic hydration with water retention for scar therapeutics.
Biopor®AB-enabled oxygen permeability stimulated higher oxygen tension for hydration,
increasing the angiogenesis rate and tissue growth [77]. PGT-SGS dual therapy further
increased hydration for flattening and lightening the hypertrophic scar by increased capil-
lary activity and localized collagen deposition [77]. Active nylon absorbency performed
dynamic water absorption with water retention, which should assist in the differentiation
of keratinocytes, the release of cytokines, and the growth factors within the ECM for im-
proved scar healing. Similar to the function of occlusive hydration, active hydration should
result in a decreased activation of keratinocytes for reduced production of macrophage
cells (IL-1ß and other cytokines) and increased production of antifibrotic tumor necrosis
factor (TNF-δ) for an increase in transforming growth factor (TGF-ß3) [40,42]. The com-
bined effect of occlusion and hydration achieved PGT-SGS efficacy optimization, while
active-fluid transport should facilitate fibroblast proliferation and collagen inhibition for
scar treatment [77].
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Applying the data of occlusive dressings, moisture-retention can be expected to heal
wounds an average of 3–4 days faster [78]. Referencing occlusive dressing studies with the
infection rate of non-occlusive dressing (7.1%), PGF-Biopor®AB, as an occlusive dressing,
should record a lower overall infection rate (2.6%) [78]. Using occlusive and non-occlusive
dressing data, the falling in an occlusive dressing range should offer a re-epithelialization
rate increase of 30–50% and a collagen synthesis increase of 20–60% [78]. With silicone occlu-
sion and hydration, PGF-Biopor®AB should not increase the incidence of clinical infection.

3.3. Trial Patient Study

To further investigate the effect of PGF-Biopor®AB on scar healing, an empirical trial
patient study using Vancouver Scar Scale parameters assessed scar-healing performance
over one-month (Figure 11). After one month, firstly, regarding relief of surface irregularity,
noticeable improvement in scar irregularity was observed with decreased irregularity,
especially on the edges of the scar. On scar thickness, reduced hypertrophy was observed
with thinning of the superficial scar. Regarding pliability for tissue elasticity, an observably
smoother scar surface with overall improved scar elasticity was observed, changing from
thicker elastic fibers to finer elastic fibers. Next, for pigmentation, a slightly reduced
color was observed. Analyzing the literature data, SGS typically had efficacy upon being
worn over the scar for 12–24 h per day for at least 2–3 months, and PGT had efficacy
over 6 months [77,79]. Thus, the 1-month efficacy results for PGF-Biopor®AB confirmed
efficacy optimization from PGT-SGS dual therapy and active-fluid transport. The improved
hydration performance in WVTR and water uptake capability with sustainability further
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supported adequate hydration and active-fluid transport, also supporting use of this
treatment for scar healing.
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Figure 11. Trial patient study: ATDDS for PGF-Biopor®AB application on a burn patient (Carman
Chong) with two zones of degree 2 and degree 3 scarring tissues from day 1-day 28, imaging every
7 days for treatment efficacy: (A). Healing processes of ATDDS, (B) Zone 1 (with PGF-50-1000), and
(C) Zone 2 (with PGF-6-1000). Note: white for control without ATDDS application and blue with
ATDDS application.

In the suggested ATDDS for PGF-Biopor®AB application, the drug layer containing
Aveeno® functioned as an effective occlusive-diffusion-penetration for a source of water
hydration in the first place. The continuous pressure-driven self-pumping activated warp
insertion mobility for dynamic and sustainable diffusional transport of Aveeno® with water
(the fluid) in the 3-D channel structure. The asymmetric “spiral-through-the-thickness”
structure with channel and microchannels facilitated effective directional water transport.
According to the seven elements of the Arzt heptahedron for skin hydration, the mechanical
behavior of both a-keratin and b-keratin of skin depends highly on the degree of hydra-
tion [80,81]. Firstly, increasing hydration decreases scar tissue’s stiffness and modulus
because the keratin matrix absorbs moisture [81]. As a result, sufficient hydration should re-
cover collagens tensile strength and elongation in scar tissue for earlier scar maturation [80].
Hence, Active-fluid transport strived for adequate hydration, and dual therapy enabled
the reorganization of collagen and elastic fiber network. Therefore, the one-month efficacy
results support the active silicone occlusive healing theory with PGT-SGS dual therapy and
active-fluid transport.
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4. Conclusions

This study developed a new self-pumping composite dressing of dual therapy and
trauma-free active-fluid transport for improved hypertrophic scar healing. Results of
comparative studies recorded improved hydration performance in water uptake and water
permeability capabilities with sustainably enhanced one-month treatment efficacy in the
empirical trial patient study. These results supported the PGF-Biopor®AB composite design,
and PGT-SGS dual therapy achieved efficacy optimization and active-fluid transport with
trauma-free dressing properties achieved ideal dressing performance. The “Biopor®AB-
touching-skin” surfaces and warp insertion mobility realized tension shielding and pressure
redistribution and yet eliminated the problems of either PGT or SGS performance alone
for patient comfort. “Biopor®AB-touching-skin” surfaces demonstrated silicone therapy
and trauma-free dressing performance. The active-fluid transport offered a WVTR of
233 g/m2/day with 4-day sustainability, which fulfilled the scar therapeutics’ purpose
of active hydration with water retention, for improved scar healing capability. The one-
month efficacy optimization in degree-2 and degree-3 empirical trial patient studies is an
encouraging result for a new direction in PGT-SGS dual therapy and active-fluid transport
for scar therapeutics. The successful application of pre-strained screen printing for warp
insertion mobility and the creation of a 3D channel structure for the active-fluid transport
should offer new insights into the structural potential of pre-strained screen printing.
Further studies may include in-hospital patient study, mathematical modeling for tensile
and shear properties of the composite structure, and pressure redistribution performance
of self-pumping PGT-SGS composite.
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